Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis
Exam 3

Anthropometry

Participant Id#:
Acrostic:
ANTHDT3

Date: 

1  Height (to the nearest 0.1 cm)
   a. CM
   b. Was there a modification in protocol?
      HTMODP3
      ○ YES  ○ NO

2  Weight (to the nearest 0.5 pound)
   a. lbs
   b. Was there a modification in protocol?
      WTMODP3
      ○ YES  ○ NO

3  Girths (to the nearest 0.1 cm)
   a. Waist: CM
      WaSTCM3
   b. Hip: CM
      HIPCM3
   c. Was there a modification in protocol?
      HWMODP3
      ○ YES  ○ NO

4  Comments/modification to the protocol?
   ○ YES  ○ NO
   Please specify:
      ANThTXT3
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